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Non-Local Evidence 
for Expert Finding

• Task

• Find the right person with the appropriate 
skills and knowledge

• Given a topic, rank expert candidates

Non-Local Evidence 
for Expert Finding

• Existing approaches to expert finding

• Compute associations between candidates 
and topics, based on their co-occurrance in

• documents

• text-snippets

• Our aim

• Identify and integrate non-local sources of 
evidence into existing expert finding 
models

• Evidence that is not available from an 
individual page or text snippet

Non-Local Evidence 
for Expert Finding

Outline

• Retrieval model

• Experimental setting

• Identifying and integrating non-local 
evidence

• Results

• Conclusions

Retrieval Model

• The problem of experts finding is stated as:

• What is the probability of a candidate ca 
being an expert given the query topic q?

p(ca|q) =
p(q|ca) · p(ca)

p(q)

p(ca|q) ! p(q|ca) · p(ca)

How likely the candidate would 
produce the query

The a priori belief that the 
candidate is an expert



Retrieval Model (2)
• How likely the candidate would produce 

the query?

• Generative language modeling approach

• Both the candidate and the query are 
represented as a multinomial probability 
distribution over terms 

candidate model query model

p(t|!ca) p(t|!q)KL(!q||!ca)

p(q|ca)
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Document-candidate associations: 
Boolean model

The number of times ca is 
recognized in document d

p(d|ca)

p(d|ca) =
!

1, n(ca, d) > 0,
0, otherwise.

Candidate model

Document-based model:
Model 1

Proximity-based model:
Model 1B
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CSIRO scientists have found a quick and reliable technique for assessing gene damage.

"Genetic damage is a significant health issue because it is thought to underpin the 
development of cancer and related degenerative diseases in humans," says CSIRO 
researcher Dr Michael Fenech.

The technique has many exciting applications including the development of personalised 
radiotherapy treatments for cancer patients and the design of diets which may help prevent 
cancer.

The project will be among some of Australia's hottest biotechnology research being showcased 
in the US next week (June 24-27) at Bio2001. Bio2001 is currently the world's largest 
conference and exhibition for biotechnology.

CSIRO research being featured will range from the search for new drugs and better disease 
diagnosis to new ways to combat agricultural problems.

"Bio attracts some of the top research agencies, funding bodies and companies in the world, 
so being there gives us fabulous commercial and research opportunities," says CSIRO's 
Stephan Wellink.

"What we are showing is that CSIRO and our partner companies have the skills to develop 
tools, technologies and instruments which will help to revolutionise medicine, agriculture and 
biotechnology."

"CSIRO is interested in meeting with companies to discuss and explore opportunities for 
collaboration, licensing, joint venture, start-up and other suitable business models."

This will be the third time CSIRO has exhibited its research at Bio.

Two areas of CSIRO research being showcased will be bioprocessing and bioinformatics, both 
emerging science areas with huge potential for industrial application. Bioprocessing is the use 
of natural or enhanced biological processes to make commercial products.

"Australia has a unique insect fauna which has evolved in isolation from other continents," 
says Dr Dall.

"Insects utilise an unparalleled array of biologically active substances. These include proteins 
that prevent blood from clotting, enzymes that degrade pesticides, proteins that glow in the 
dark, anti-microbial peptides, toxins and many others."

"This research could lead to the development of more targeted and better pesticides, new 
antibiotics or medical tests."

The relatively new field of bioinformatics uses information technology, statistics and 
mathematics to manage and analyse the huge volumes of data which are produced by modern  
biotechnology.

"Bioinformatics is essential to the search for new bio-active substances for medicine, 
agriculture and industrial biotechnology," says CSIRO's Dr Dale Wilson.

"In the medical area, it will lead to faster, more effective drug discovery and help in the 
development of new diagnostic tests which are based on activities of specific proteins and 
genes."

CSIRO's world-leading collection management software, BioLink(r), is also being featured at 
Bio2001. BioLink(r), was designed to help researchers cope with the huge amounts of data 
associated with biological collections. It is available for sale through CSIRO Publishing.

CSIRO will join major Australian Universities and Biotechnology Companies on the Australian 
stand, being hosted by Austrade. 
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Experimental Setting
• TREC 2007 Enterprise Track

• Document collection: web crawl of CSIRO 
(~370.000 docs, 4.2 GB)

• 50 topics

• Candidate identification

• No canonical list is given in advance

• E-mail addresses follow 
Firstname.Lastname@csiro.au format

• Occurrences are replaced with a unique id

Setting the Baseline
• Boolean document-candidate associations

• All candidates mentioned in the document 
are equally important, and vice versa

• Baseline query

• All query terms are equally important

• Uniform priors

• All candidates are equally likely to be 
experts

Non-Local Evidence

• Document-candidate associations

• Query model

• Candidate priors

Document-candidate 
Associations

• Importance of a candidate given a 
document 

• So far: all candidates are equally important

• Estimate the strength of the association 
based on

• How many times the candidate is mentioned 
in the document 

• How many other documents the candidate is 
related to

p(d|ca)

Document-candidate 
Associations (2)

• Lean document representation

• Document contains only candidate 
mentions

• Use a term weighting scheme that 
combines the candidate’s (local) frequency 
in the document and its global frequency

p(d|ca) ! TF.IDF (d, ca)

• Weight of the candidate in 
the document is computed 
in two ways

1) Number of occurrences

2) Semantic relatedness

Document-candidate 
Associations (3)

ca1 cai can

d1

dj

dm

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

n!(ca, d) =
!

KL(!ca||!d), n(ca, d) > 0
0, otherwise.

TFIDF

SEM

n(ca, d)
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Query Models

• TREC 2007 Enterprise track simulates a 
type of click-based system

• A few examples of key documents are 
provided with the topic description

• [Balog et. al., 2008] propose an effective 
method for constructing a query model by 
sampling terms from example documents

K. Balog, W. Weerkamp and M. de Rijke. A Few Examples Go A Long Way: 
Constructing Query Models from Elaborate Query Formulations. In: SIGIR 2008.

Example Topic
<top>

<num>CE-039</num>
<query>cane toads</query>
<narr>
Cane toads were introduced into Australia in 
a failed bid to control Australian native 
beetles. [...] Resources describing cane 
toads, invasive species, pest management, 
biological control would all be relevant to 
the topic.
</narr>
<page>CSIRO141-14983789</page>
<page>CSIRO139-09015831</page>
<page>CSIRO134-11651748</page>

</top>

Example Query 
Model

Baseline (BL) Example docs (EX)
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Candidate Priors



Candidate priors
• Encodes organizational knowledge

• Extracted names and positions from 
contact boxes

• Filtering out science communicators (SC) 
based on position information

• communication officer/manager/advisor

• manager public communications

p(ca) =
!

1, ca !" SC,
0, ca " SC.

Results
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How good is it?
Method Run type MAP

TREC 2007 best automatic 0.4632
TREC 2007 best feedback 0.3660
TREC 2007 best manual 0.4787
Voting model [1] automatic 0.3519
Relevance prop. [2] automatic 0.4319
Baselines in this paper
Document-based model automatic 0.3801
Proximity-based model automatic 0.4633

[1] C. Macdonald, D. Hannah, and I. Ounis. High quality expertise evidence for
     expert search. In ECIR 2008.
[2] P. Serdyukov, H. Rode, and D. Hiemstra. Modeling relevance propagation for
     the expert search task. In TREC 2007.

How good is it? (2)
Method Run type MAP

Document-based model
Baseline automatic 0.3801
Document-cand. assoc. automatic 0.4541
Query model feedback 0.5044
Candidate priors feedback 0.5506
Proximity-based model
Baseline automatic 0.4633
Document-cand. assoc. automatic 0.4735
Query model feedback 0.5465
Candidate priors feedback 0.5747

Conclusions
• Identified a number of non-local sources of 

evidence for expert finding

• Complemented existing document and 
proximity-based approaches to incorporate 
non-local evidence 

• Showed significant improvements over a 
very competitive baseline

• Outperformed existing state-of-the-art 

Further Work

• Non-local evidence within documents

• Recognize and exploit internal document 
structure



Future Work (2)

K.Balog@uva.nl
http://www.science.uva.nl/~kbalog

Non-Local Evidence 
for Expert Finding


